Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#16 = The Old Testament Ended
in God’s Wrath (Malachi 4:1- 5)
The US election has settled down with a new president Donald
Trump still ignoring many prophets in the Torah-Bible not
understanding that the Apocalypse is at the front door, as dated
by Jonah-II from science. When evil exceeds the Babushka egg
Richter scale measuring absolute Evil, we all will perish.
This modern generation challenged the Creator ELOHIM the
same way as Noah’s Atlantis Civilization did in 2288 BC. No
one cared that the human gene pool was messed up, mixed with
animal genes giving birth to horrible baby aberrations check
Pearl #270. GMO technology has permanently changed the
reproductive genes of many seeds for the future food supply,
thus will self-destruct every gene patents and terminate the next
planting season connected to the laws of an unforgiving nature.
A most evil Monsanto-Bayern-cartel has in secret permanently
altered the reproduction intelligence of every living DNA now
on a path to become irrevocable extinct. President Trump
obeyed the Oil-Cartel still denying (7) seven billion people from
enjoying the benefits of absolutely “Free Energy” discovered
100 years ago. Instead, has increased the infrastructure of the Oil
cartel the greatest global polluter of nature and worse violated
the rights of a US Indian Nation to trash their environment. He
continues the Satan-inspired policies to wipe out destroying
nature linked internationally to massive death of marineterrestrial Life and last frontier of the original forest ecosystem
in danger to disappear forever. Why not close down those
industrial chemical cartels flushing their poison now fishless in
every river and use the ocean as a sewer destructive to a vast
complex life ecosystem. Why abuse the environment to selfdestruct all Life on earth. In China the air is so thickly polluted
demonstrating the radical effect of unforgiving laws of nature.
Only the Creator ELOHIM can save mankind from absolute
Evil destroying millions of species meant to be enjoyed for the
next generation. They allowed psychopath criminals of Lucifer
Illuminati NYC banker club to bribe worldwide governments.
Soon this wicked generation will be terminated by YHWH
ignoring his warnings thus will perish like Sodom and Gomorrah.
Surely the day is coming; it will burn like a furnace. All the
arrogant and every evildoer will be stubble, and the day that is
coming will set them on fire,” says the LORD YHWH Almighty.
“Not a root or a branch will be left to them.
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“See, I will send the prophet Elijah to you before that great
and dreadful day of the Lord YHWH comes.4 “Remember the
law of my servant Moses, the decrees and laws I gave him at
Horeb for all Israel. (Why are the Ten Commandments
forbidden in the halls of Justice and the Israeli Knesset?)
2
But for you who honor my name, the sun of righteousness
will rise with healing in its rays. And you will go out and
frolic like well-fed calves. 3 Then you will trample on the
wicked; they will be ashes under the soles of your feet on the
day when I act,” says the LORD YHWH Almighty. (Mal.4:1-5)

The penname Malach-(i) means a messenger of judgment
linked to a Jewish covenant renewal. But the letter (i) at the end
is similar to Jonah-II announcing a big Energy Fish. A parallel
message (malach) was send to Nineveh addressed to the king
equivalent now a New World Order watching what comes next.
In my case too, it seems that the Jonah-II dating schedule was
delayed perhaps when millions of Moslems were forced from
their homes to destabilize Europe with many border camps, thus
I anticipate they should be exposed for the first time to the
Gospel NEWS. Only God can delay his judgment schedule and
wait for the last soul harvest described in Jonah 4:11. Save for
the birth of Yeshua’s earthly Kingdom, which is the center of
His creation, thus prophecy is irrevocably interlinked to start
with Beth in Genesis 1:1 demonstrated by HANS. Notice, most
Bible prophecies is easier deciphered with historical science
facts to end up consistently repeated by Yeshua: It is written.,,,,
The Seven Thunders (Rev. 10) were decoded in the Babushka
Eggs and highlighted facts from a different viewpoint to
distinguish between the righteous and the wicked, between
one who serves YHWH and one who not serve him, (Mal. 3:18)
The younger generation in Israel is alienated from their parents,
thus before Jacob’s Trouble arrives, God in his mercy will send
the prophet Elijah to bring both together at the last minute. An
evil society must now recognize that all prophecies from 40
scribes will end when Yeshua disembarks from his spaceship
(Star of Bethlehem) in the sky. Riding a white horse, he will
display the greatest royal power parade with his million-angel
army. The last world war on earth against Jerusalem will be
expanded between (2) two rivers, promised to Abraham
(Gen.13.15) will end totally lifeless being judged. It will take
the Jewish survivors seven (7) months to collect billions dead
bodies piled up in a pyramid as a memorial for future
generations. Do not mess with YHWH! Please pay attention
and get prepared shortly to die and ask Yeshua for Eternal Life
offered after Solstice 2017.
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